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Lowpoint-Washburn CUSD #21
In reflection of the 2021-2022 school year and looking forward to the 2022-2023 school
year, The Lowpoint-Washburn community is focused on returning our students to as
much of a normal school experience as possible.

The District continues to focus on the two guiding principles to help shape our current
plan:

1. The care, safety, health (mental and physical), and welfare of children, families,
staff, and community at large.

2. Provide for the continuity of learning for our students

Please note, in the event that there is a clarification or mandate from ISBE and/or
Governor’s Office, Lowpoint-Washburn CUSD 21 will follow the guidance of the IDPH
and ISBE.

The intent of this document is not to be all inclusive of every detail of our plan, but to
provide a broad overview of the planning that has been completed.

School Plan for Safe Return to In-Person Instruction
and Continuity of Services

School Day for 2022-2023

K-3rd grade- 8:00-3:00



4th and 5th- 8:00- 3:07
6th-12th grades-8:00-3:09

Starting the School Day

All students, pre-k through third grade will go to the gym and will be spaced out to the extent
possible upon arrival to school. The 4th and 5th graders will utilize the north end of the building
while the 6th-8th can use the media center until staff are in their rooms. The High School
students will space out in the gym to the extent possible. Students may arrive at school 20
minutes prior to the start of the day. The District expectation is that students that arrive at
school have been self-certified. Quarantine rooms will be in use for students who exhibit
symptoms.

In-Person & Remote Learning

All students will be enrolled as “in-person” when completing registration. Per Illinois State
Board of Education guidelines, students who are deemed Medically Fragile will have the option
of remote learning. Medically fragile refers to those students who are at an increased risk of
severe illness (or live with someone who is) and have a verified doctor's note. Remote learning
will not be in the same format as the 20-21 school year. The District will be using a 3rd party
provider called Edmentum to provide coursework to those students who will not be able to
attend in-person.

Quarantine & Contact Tracing

Students and staff who test positive or are symptomatic for COVID-19 must isolate per
CDC/IDPH Guidelines. We will continue to use the latest guidelines from the IDPH and work
closely with the Woodford County Health Department regarding close contacts and quarantine
recommendations. Individuals who come into close contact but have been fully vaccinated or
have tested positive for COVID-19 within the past three months, are not required to quarantine
(proof of this status must be provided). Students who have to quarantine, at any level, will be
expected to arrange pick up of assigned materials. Students will be given an extra two days
after their return to turn in all work; this will allow for students to have an in person contact to
get any unanswered questions addressed by the staff.



Masks

The IDPH and CDC continue to recommend masking when in crowded places or in high-risk
scenarios. Please note that all students must wear a mask while riding a school bus. This
includes bus rides for extra-curricular activities.

Lunch & Recess

Students in the 4-12 building will resume eating in cafeterias during the 2021-22 school year.
Students will be socially distanced according to the guidelines (3ft.). Students at LW Elementary
will continue to eat in their classrooms. Teachers will provide 30 minutes of recess every day in
grades K-5.

Lockers

For the 2021-22 school year, the use of lockers at both buildings will resume. Large gatherings
at concurrent times will be avoided. Even and odd numbered lockers will be given
corresponding hours which they can then visit their lockers; thereby maintaining the desired
spacing while allowing for student usage.

Shared Materials

Shared materials may continue to be utilized during the 2021-22 school year, however, this will
only be resumed with increased sanitation measures.

Mitigation Procedures

The following mitigation measures will continue during the 2021-22 school year:
● Students will be socially distanced to the greatest extent possible.
● New air conditioning units placed in all classrooms have blue light

purification technology.
● Classrooms will be sanitized periodically as they were during the 20-21 school year.
● Staff will wipe down student areas periodically or as needed.
● Seating charts will continue to be used in the classrooms and buses.
● Buses will continue to be sprayed and sanitized each day. Masks will be required on

buses.
● Continued sanitizing and hand washing will be encouraged throughout the day.

The following metrics for School Determination of Community Spread were created last year
and will continue to be monitored this year on a class size basis. These metrics and guidelines



will be followed to better inform our decision making when it comes to layered mitigation. When
any of the following metrics at the county or school level reach “Moderate or Substantial” level,
the District may look at adding mitigation strategies such as requiring masks for all staff and
students.
The following are the county and local school metrics used as a baseline for making decisions:
1. Positivity rate (Substantial level: >8%)
2. New cases per 100,000 (Substantial level: > 100 per 100,000)
3. New Cases Increase (Substantial level: Increasing for 2 weeks by >20% each week)
4. New Youth (< age 20) Case Increase (Substantial level: Increasing for 2 weeks by >
20% each week)

Tier 1 - Minimal:
● Masks recommended but not mandated in school buildings
● Masks recommended for instances where students are within 3 feet of each other

for longer than 15 minutes
● 3 feet between students when logistically possible.
● Masks are required on all buses

Tier 2 - Moderate:
● Masks may be required for all taking into account local school metrics in addition

to county metrics
● Masks required for instances where students are within 3 feet of each other for longer

than 15 minutes
● 3 feet between students
● Masks are required on all buses

Tier 3 – Substantial:
● Masks will be required for all
● 6 feet between students when practical and 3 feet in all circumstances

In the event of a temporary school closure, The Lowpoint-Washburn District will continue
to provide learning opportunities for our students to the greatest extent possible. This
includes equitable opportunities for students with special education needs.


